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Finite-difference approximations for the two-dimensional Poisson-Neumann problem 

(l/n) div ,I grad p = 9, I>0 on R 

In.gradp=g, on cYR 

result in a large system of linear equations Lp = q. The n x n matrix L is singular with 
rank(L) = n - 1. A solution exists if q satisfies the consistency condition vTq = 0, where 
LTv = 0, v # 0. A direct-solution scheme is described for the case where R can be decom- 
posed into a set of rectangular domains each having a possibly different but constant material 
coefficient A. We assume that this problem has to be solved repeatedly for many vectors q. 
The method is efficient in that the number of operations is of order n log n. This efficiency is 
gained by using fast elliptic solvers for each single rectangle and a proper variant of the so- 
called influence- or capacitance-matrix technique. Here, on each rectangle a separate 
Poisson-Neumann problem has to be solved. The essential point is the manner in which the 
consistency condition is enforced for each rectangle. The new method has been successfully 
applied in a code FLUX to analyze fluid-structure interactions. 

1, INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Poisson-Neumann Problem 

A considerable number of problems in mathematical physics are of the 
“Poisson-Neumann” type, i.e., they require the solution of Poisson’s equation 

(l/L) div L grad p = q, A>0 on R (la> 

with Neumann boundary conditions 

In. gradp =g, on aR. (lb) 

Here, 1 is a given space-dependent material coeflicient and n is the unit-outward- 
normal vector on 8R. Examples are diffusion problems with prescribed flux at the 
boundaries and flow problems in closed domains where p represents the velocity 
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potential or the pressure field. Often such situations require the repeated solution of 
(1) for a large set of different “sources” q and g, so that efficient solution schemes 
are necessary. 

As can be seen from Gauss’ theorem, q and g, have to satisfy the consistency con- 
dition 

J-J AqdV-$ g,dS=O (2) 
R aR 

as a prerequisite for existence of a solution. The solution is nonunique, i.e., ifp’ is a 
solution of (1) and a an arbitrary constant, then 

p=p’+a (3) 

is a solution as well. It is this lack of uniqueness which makes a numerical solution 
difficult. 

1.2 The Discretized Problem 

A discrete approximation to (1 ), using finite differences, e.g., results in a large 
linear system of equations 

Lp=q. (4) 

The n x n matrix L is singular (det L = 0) with defect one, i.e., rank(L) = n - 1. This 
means that there exists one zero eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvectors u # 0 and 
v # 0 such that 

Lu = 0, LTV = 0. (5) 

The discrete consistency condition corresponding to (2) is [l] 

VT -q=o. (6) 

If (6) is satisfied, then nonunique solutions exist, i.e., if Lp’ = q, then 

p=p’+au (7) 

is the general solution were a is an arbitrary scalar value. 

1.3 Fast Elliptic Solvers for Poisson-Neumann Problems on a Rectangle 

If the domain R is a simple rectangle, if d = const, and if special regular finite- 
difference approximations are employed, then (4) can be solved directly in an order n 
log n operations by one of several fast elliptic solvers developed in recent years [2-51. 
Finite-difference approximations which are based on a staggered grid are particularly 
suited to Poisson-Neumann problems (Fig. 1). On such grids the discrete solution 
values are solely specified on the interior of the domain. The resultant coefficient 
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staggered grid centered grid 

FIG. 1. Staggered and nonstaggered grids. 

matrix can be written in a symmetric form. Staggered grids are very often used for 
the pressure in fluid-flow problems. There also exist fast elliptic solvers for 
nonstaggered grids [4,5] but these will not be considered in this paper. 

As L is singular, any solution scheme instead of (4) solves a system 

DP’ = 9, det(D) # 0, (8) 

where at least one row of D differs from the corresponding row in L. The differences 
between L and D are such that det(D) # 0 and such that for all q with v’q = 0, one 
has q = LD-‘q, i.e., a solution of (8) is also a special solution of (4). 

In the fast elliptic solvers, the change from L to D is made inside the solution 
algorithm. Typically, this change is made at a stage of the solution procedure where 
it comes to the final equation which, for the matrix L, would imply division by a 
zero-matrix element. Then this element is altered into a nonzero value. So, only one 
element is changed explicitly. Because of the transformations involved in the solution 
process, however, this usually implies that D differs from L in more than one row. 
Therefore, without studying the details of the fast elliptic solver, one does not know 
how many and which rows are altered. For the application to be described below, it 
is essential that we can allow D to differ from L in more than one row and do not 
require the explicit knowledge of the differences. 

1.4 Problem Formulation for a Domain Composed of Rectangles 

We shall describe a solution scheme which solves a discrete approximation of (1) 
for a domain R which is composed of several rectangular domains Ri, i = 1, 2,..., d, 
with J = Ai = const within each rectangle (Fig. 2). At the interfaces between the 
domains, rZ varies in a stepwise manner but the normal gradients (physically, the 
fluxes) g = An . grad p and the solutions p are continuous (here, the sign convention 

- as 
% 

RI -n 
A=X, h=A3 

5 AA2 
d=3 

FIG. 2. Example of the domain R = cf=, Ri. 
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for n is fixed for each interface). By introduction of g as a new unknown we can 
separate (1) into a number of Poisson-Neumann problems for each single domain Ri. 

After finite-difference approximation the set of Poisson-Neumann problems can be 
written in the form 

Lipi + Gig = qil i = 1, 2 ,..., d, (94 

g+ ~ Hjpj=O. 
j=l 

Pb) 

For a staggered grid, pi and qi are the subvectors of p and q used in (4) 
corresponding to the d domains Ri with a total of n components in p. The vector g of 
length k, say, includes the discrete values of the interface gradients g. Strictly, we 
have d - 1 < k, but we assume d < k = O(n “*). 

If L = [Li,j] is partitioned like p, then a comparison of (4) with (9) gives the 
relation 

Li,j = 6i,jLi - Gi Hj ; i,j= 1, 2 ,..., d. (10) 

Due to the origin from a set of Poisson-Neumann problems, each matrix Li in (9a) is 
singular with defect one. Thus, 

L,Ui = 0, Lfu, = 0, Ui#O, vifoa (11) 

From (10) we see that u,, v, are the subvectors of u and v if 

Hiui = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., d, (124 

i vj’Gjg’ = 0 
j=I 

(12b) 

for an arbitrary k-vector g’. In Section 4 we shall describe an example for which Gi, 
Hi, and Li can be defined explicitly satisfying (9)-( 12). Because of (11) we have a 
set of d consistency conditions 

vf(q, - Gig) = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., d. (13) 

In view of (6) and (12b) these are only d - 1 independent conditions. Because of the 
assumption of constant A,, fast elliptic solvers are applicable to solve (9a) if qi and g 
satisfying (13) are given. As explained in Section 1.3 such solvers, in fact, solve 

DiPi = qi - Gig, i = 1, 2 ,..., d, (14) 

and the general solutions are 

pi = pf + UiUi* (15) 

For pi, g being solutions of (9a) and (9b), only one of the d scalars ai can be taken 
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arbitrarily. The other d - 1 coefficients have to be determined such that (9) and (13) 
are satisfied. By fixing one scalar, e.g., ad = 0, system (9b), (13)-( 15) provides a 
unique solution, i.e., it represents a nonsingular system. 

1.5 Overview of the Solution Algorithm 
We shall now give a simplified outline of the algorithm which should guide the 

reader to understand the formal description which is given in the subsequent sections. 
The solution is obtained in a two-sweep algorithm. In a first sweep we start with an 

arbitrary estimate g for the unknown g and solve (14) for pi using a fast elliptic 
solver for each rectangular domain R,, i = 1,2,..., d. Further, we assume arbitrary 
values for the ai. After this sweep we have preliminary solutions which satisfy most 
equations of system (9) which we wish to solve. We have, however, a nonzero 
residuum in the k equations (9b) and in at least one row of each of the d equations 
(9a), because our estimate g will generally not satisfy consistency conditions (13). By 
means of the known capacitance [6] or influence-matrix technique [7] (summarized 
in Section 2), we can then find correct values for g and the a, such that all Eqs. (9) 
are satisfied after this sweep. This procedure, however, would require that we know in 
advance which rows of (9a) result in a nonzero residuum and there must be at most d 
such rows. This is not the case and, therefore, we have to use an algorithm which is a 
bit more complicated. 

Some additional unknowns bi and equations are introduced which guarantee that 
after the first sweep the residuum will appear in a well-defined set of rows. In the first 
sweep the d - 1 coefficients bi are chosen such that the vector g’ which results from 
the mapping 

d-l 

g’ “$ + C biei 
i=l 

(with linearly independent vectors ei still to be defined) satisfies consistency 
conditions (13). Using this estimate for g, the solutions of (14) and (15) will satisfy 
all rows of (9a). A nonzero residuum will still appear from (9b) and from the 
additional equations b, = 0, i = 1,2 ,..., d - 1. Now, the influence-matrix technique 
can be used to get correct values of g, bi = 0, and pi after the second sweep. The 
reader will note that such a two-sweep procedure is a direct and not an iterative 
solution scheme. 

An alternative to this method would be to formulate (9) such that the L, 
correspond to the Dirichlet problems inside the rectangles Ri while taking the 
solution values on one side of the interface boundaries as the additional unknowns. 
This was the procedure used in [7]. It requires, however, 1= const for all domains; 
otherwise the change in L at the interfaces causes a structure of the coefficient matrix 
L, for which the fast elliptic solvers cannot be applied. The need to get a solution 
scheme which allows for different values of A, initiated the present study. Dirichlet 
solvers could be applied if the solution values on both sides of the interface are 
treated by means of the influence-matrix technique. But this would require an 
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influence matrix for 2k components instead of k + d - 1 as in the present proposal 
and d G k usually. The size m of the influence matrix should be small for efftciency 
(m’ 5 n). 

Another alternative would be to follow the variant of the influence-matrix 
technique described by Buzbee et al. (61 for singular matrices. This proposal, 
however, is not directly applicable because in our case the rank of (9a) is n - d 
instead of n - 1 as assumed by Buzbee et al. Further, one can show that the 
algorithm proposed in [6] for such singular case requires more computations or more 
storage than the solution scheme described below. 

We shall first repeat the essentials of the influence-matrix technique as required for 
our purpose. Then, we shall formulate the mapping according to the consistency 
conditions and the practical solution sequence. Finally, an application of this new 
algorithm will be described which should illustrate the usefulness of the procedure. 

2. THE INFLUENCE-MATRIX TECHNIQUE 

The influence-matrix technique [6] provides a solution to any “A problem” 

Ax=y, det(A) # 0 (16) 

by two solutions of a “B problem” BE = y. The n X iz matrix B is obtained by altering 
m rows of A such that B can be solved with existing fast solvers. The method is 
effective if m * 5 n and if (16) has to be solved repeatedly for many different vectors 
y. Formally, the influence-matrix technique can be described as follows: 

Partition A in the form 

A= (17) 

where A, is an m x n matrix and A, an (n-m) x n matrix. The matrix A, 
corresponds to the “irregular” equations which prohibit application of a fast solver 
directly to the A problem. The matrix B is 

B= (18) 

where B, is taken as appropriate for the fast solver. We require det(B) # 0. In the 
same way as A, we partition 

y= y1 

I I Y2 
(19) 

and define y to be any vector of the form 

y’ YI . 
I I Y2 

(20) 
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Let W, be any nonsingular m X m matrix (usually the unit matrix) and define the 
IZ x m matrix W by 

w= W, [ 1 0 * (21) 

Then the m X m matrix 

C = A,B-‘W (22) 

is the so-called influence or capacitance matrix. It can be precomputed and decom- 
posed in lower and upper triangular matrices in an order O(mn log n) + O(m3) 
operations during a preparational step of the solution procedure. As shown in [6] 

det C = (det A)(det W ,)/det(B) # 0. (23) 

Once C is known we obtain the solution of the A problem (16) for each vector y by 
solving 

Blz=y, (244 
Cw=y,-AA,& Wb) 

Bx*=y+Ww. (24~) 

Because of (18), (20), (21), and (24~) the result x* satisfies A,x* = yz. Further, one 
can easily prove that A, x* = y, by back substituting the given generic equations. 
Thus, Ax* = y and x * = x is the required solution. 

3. THE SOLUTION PROCEDURE 

3.1 Consistency Mapping 
For any given “source” vector q,, i = 1, 2 ,..., d, and any “gradient” vector g one 

can construct a vector g’ which satisfies consistency conditions (13). For this 
purpose we use 

d-l 

g’=g+ C biej 
j=l 

(25) 

and determine the (d - 1) coefficients bj such that according to (13) 

vf(Gig’ - qi) = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., d. (26) 

Because of (6) and (12b) these are only d - 1 independent conditions and this is the 
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reason why d - 1 coefficients bj are introduced. Because of (25) and (26) the b/ have 
to satisfy 

d-l 

x Mi,jbj= vf(qi-Gig), i = 1, 2 ,..., d - 1, 
j=l 

(27a) 

where the (d - 1) X (d - 1) matrix [Mi,j] is defined by 

Mivj s VfGiej. 

The vectors ej can be chosen arbitrarily except for the condition det(Mi,j) # 0. As 
ej is introduced in (25) and (26) in order to shift contributions to the consistency 
sums from one domain to the other, the vectors ej should have many nonzero 
elements. Of course, they have to be linearly independent. In practice it is simplest to 
construct these vectors from random numbers. If the first set of such generated 
vectors should result in a singular or quasi-singular matrix [Mi,j], then the next set of 
random numbers will usually be satisfactory. The amount of work required to solve 
(27a) will be negligible in comparison to the overall work because d < n. 

3.2 Formulation of the A Problem 

We now reformulate our original problem (9) in a form to which one can directly 
apply the influence-matrix technique. For this purpose the quantities bj are artificially 
introduced as unknowns although we know that bj = 0 in the final solution 

A,x=y, c) g+ 5 H,pj=O, (284 
j=l 

t-1 bi=O, i = 1, 2,..., d- 1. (28b) 
d-l 

A,~=Y, * ~ Mi,jbj + v:Gig = VTqi, 
j= 1 

i = 1, 2 ,..., d - 1, (29a) 
d-l 

+-+ DiPf + G g+ C e$j =qi, 
j=l 1 

i = 1, 2 ,..., d, (29b) 

++ pi-@: +a<u,)=O, i = 1, 2 ,..., d - 1, (29~) 

+, pd-&=o. (294 

One easily verifies that the number of equations is k + 2(d - 1) + 2n and equals the 
number of unknowns g, {bi}, {ai}, {pi}, and {p; }. Because of the trivial solution 
b, = 0, this system is equivalent to that in (9), (13)-(15). The matrix A composed as 
in (17) by A, and A, defined in (28) and (29) is nonsingular. It delivers a special 
solution of (9~(15) with a,, = 0. 
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3.3 Formulation of B Problem and Solution 

The B Problem is composed of the submatrices B, and A,, see (29) and (18). It is 
easy to define a suitable B, which guarantees det(B) # 0 and a fast solvable set of 
equations 

B,jZ=y,, Yr=(YT,a,,...,a,-,) * g=y, (304 
++ ai=ai, i = 1, 2 ,..., d - 1. (3Ob) 

Thus, the number m of irregular equations to be treated by the influence-matrix 
technique is 

m=k+d-1. 

A solution X of the B Problem is obtained by successively solving (30) and (29) for 
any ji, and the given y2. It is convenient to set fi = yi = 0. By construction, systems 
(29b) satisfy consistency condition (13). Therefore, after the first sweep the solution X 
satisfies A,% = y2 and (9a), as required. The m equations A, X = y, are not satisfied. 
This we correct in the second sweep with the influence matrix as described in 
Section 2. As d < n, we have m z k = O(n”Z). Thus, m2 2 n as required for 
efficiency. 

4. APPLICATION 

4.1 The Code FLUX 

The above method has been implemented in a new version of the code FLUX 
described earlier [7,8]. This code simulates coupled fluid-structure motions in a 
three-dimensional model of a pressurized water reactor after breaking one of the 
coolant inlet pipes. In time, an implicit finite-difference scheme is used so that for 
every time step a three-dimensional elliptic equation has to be solved. For the axisym- 
metric vessel, the three-dimensional problem is separated into a set of two- 
dimensional ones by means of an azimuthal Fourier transform. For the zeroth 
Fourier mode the singular Poisson-Neumann problem arises if the fluid is modeled 
by incompressible potential flow and if the vessel has closed walls or prescribed 
outflow everywhere. In this case p corresponds to the fluid pressure, I to the inverse 
fluid density p, and g, to the pressure gradients at the vessel walls and outflow 
boundaries or at internal structure walls (like the core barrel, see Fig. 3). These wall 
gradients are nonzero because of nonzero wall accelerations. In cylindrical coor- 
dinates (r, z) the differential equation to be solved for p (r, z) is 

(31) 

Subsequently, we shall give the finite-difference approximations which define the 
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FIG. 3. Domain partitioning as used in the reactor pressure vessel model FLUX. 

matrix equation Lp = q considered in this paper. Thereafter, we shall identify the 
eigenvectors u and v for this example as required for the solution algorithm. 

4.2 The Finite-Difference Equations 

The finite-difference grid shown in Fig. 4 is characterized by the coordinates of the 
cell boundaries ri+ r,*, zj+ ,,*, i = 0, l,..., I, j = 0, l,..., J. From these coordinates the 
mesh cell midpoints (yi, zj) and mesh spacings are determined, 

r0 = 0, 

yi = (‘i+ I/Z + ‘i- 1,*Y2, 

Ari=ri+1/2-ri-l/2, 

i = 1, 2 ,..., I, 

zj= tz.j+l/2 + 'j-1/2Y2y 

AZj = Zj+ I/2 - Zj- I/2 1 

j = 1) 2 )...) J, 

i.0 I 2  . ..I 

FIG. 4. The finite-difference grid of the FLUX model. 
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and 

Ari+ I/* = ri+ 1 - ri, Azj+,/,=zj+l -5, 
i = 0, I,..., I- 1, j= 1,2 ,..., J- 1. 

The mesh-cell midvalues or cell averages 

Pij z P(ri T Ij)v 4ij = 4Cri, zj> 

form the components of the vector p = { pij} and an intermediate vector q’ = (qi,i}. 
Let 

1 aP 
g;i+l/*)jz-- ‘r+l/23 1 p arc’ z.1 

gf(j+ l/21 z$$(ri.zj+I/Il 

represent the average gradients at the cell boundaries and 

pij = P(ri 3 zj)* 

Then by Gauss’ theorem one obtains from (31), for i > 0, 

Pij 
- {ri+ I,2 &i+ Il2)j ri Ari 

- ri- 112 &i- 1/2)j I 

+ @ij/Azj)l d(j+ l/2) - gf(j- l/2) } = qij; (324 

for i = 0, 

} + @oj/AZj)l gf(j+ l/2) -gf(j-,/2)I = q0.j. 
(32b) 

At walls, i.e., at the domain 3R, either g’ or g’ is given by the boundary value g,. 
For mesh cells adjacent to such walls these gradients are subtracted from (32) and 
result in a modification of the vector q’ which then defines q. Thus, from now on we 
assume that the gradients g’, g’ are zero at mesh boundaries coinciding with aR. For 
the internal-mesh boundaries, finite-difference approximations are introduced, 

g;i+ 1/2)j = 
2 

(‘pii + pci+l,j)Ari+ ,,2 (p’i+“j -“j)’ Pa) 

gf(j+ 112) = 

2 
(pij + picj+ ,,) Azj+ ,,2 cpi(j+ ‘) -l-Q). W) 
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Equations (32) and (33) together for all mesh cells (ij) define the matrix problem (4) 
or (9). Equation (9) contains the matrices L,, G,, H,, m = 1, 2,..., d. None of these 
(sparse) matrices is stored explicitly; rather, they are implemented algorithmically. In 
fact, the matrices L, (or D,, see (14)) are defined intrinsically in the fast elliptic 
solver, the only input being the grid parameters and densities. In order to specify G, 
and H,, a list of indices 

(i,,j.f,jF; 1= 1,2 )...) k) 

is set up, where (i,, j;) and (i,,j:) are the mesh cells below and above (with respect 
to the z axis) a domain interface (Fig. 5). (In this applications all interfaces are 
parallel to the radial coordinate so that one radial index suffices.) Then 

P=-5 H,P,, g= 18,) 
m=l 

is equivalent to 
g, = (POD+ -&&[@a,- +Pao+)AzD-+ 1/J 

and 
q,=s:,+G,g, m = 1, 2 ,..., d, 

is equivalent to 

qap = 9&p l &P&&3+ 9 

with 

a = I,, p- = j;, p+ =j/+, I = 1, 2 ,..., k. 

(34) 

(35) 

4.3 Eigenvectors u and v 

We note that L is a nonsymmetric matrix. However, L can be made symmetric. Let 

Vij =Azjrf,z/(%oj) for i = 0, 

= Azjri Ari/pij for i > 0, 

r-1 

(36) 

FIG. 5. Cells at a domain interface. 
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and 
V = diag(uij), v’=v, (37) 

then VL is symmetric, i.e., 

VL = (VL)’ = LTV. (38) 

One easily verifies that 

u = l"ij}, uij= 1 (39) 

is the eigenvector which satisfies Lu = 0 because the gradients g’, g’ are zero for 
Pij = Uij, see (33). From (38) and (39) L*v = 0 follows for 

v = vu = {Vii}. (40) 

We further verify that for the eigenvectors given in (39) and (40) the matrices H,, 
G, defined by (34) and (35) satisfy conditions (12) as required. 

It is interesting to note that vii is a discrete representation of p dV so that 
xi s 4ijUij is a natural finite-difference approximation to the integral in (2) (we 
recall that the contributions of g, are already included in qij). If qij satisfies (32), then 
one sees that this sum over all mesh cells is zero. Thus, vTq = 0 has the same 
meaning as consistency condition (2). 

4.4 Application with Fast Elliptic Solvers 

In the code FLUX we assume that the densities pu and the mesh spacings Azj are 
constant within each of the live domains shown in Fig. 3. For this case the tinite- 
difference equations have a structure such that a fast elliptic solver can be applied for 
each domain. Here, we use the subroutine POISTP described in [8] which is based on 
the algorithm given in [3]. This special algorithm is particularly suited for our 
purpose because it does not restrict the number of mesh cells on each domain to a 
power of two like most of the other fast elliptic solvers. FLUX can also be applied to 
nonsingular problems as they appear for compressible flow. In this case the coef- 
ficients bi are set to zero everywhere. Further we can treat cases where on some part 
of c?R Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied. In this case some of the matrices Li 
are nonsingular and no consistency condition has to be enforced for these parts. 

As the new algorithm is a small part of the overall solution scheme, we cannot 
report on the performance of this part in detail. It has been found, however, that for 
Z = 10 (n = 660), the number m of “irregular” equations which defines the size of the 
influence matrix, is m = 31. For such values the amount of work spent in solving for 
w in (24b) (after L-U decomposition of C) is smaller than the amount of work 
required to solve one B problem. Thus, the latter, which is of order n log n, controls 
the overall computing time. The residuum of the numerical solution using 16 digits 
arithmetic is typically less than 10-‘“llqj). In summary, the algorithm works 
completely satisfactorily. 
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